
 

Trainz is a vast, open world of mass transit, where virtually anything that can be imagined, designed and built can operate. All
content is created by the user community, who are able to build railroad layouts that include highly detailed locomotives and
rolling stock or aircraft models. Whatever you’re into – from modern-day commuter trains to dragons – there’s a place for you
in Trainz! The Trainz franchise has been downloaded more than 20 million times since it first launched on September 15th
2000. More than 900,000 fans travel in Trainz for Business , where they experience the latest developments in AI and interact
with other players using Trainz Live! Driver, or Drive!. The Trainz franchise has also reached the Guinness World Records
2013 Edition for having the most number of consecutive years (18) in the Top 10 Downloaded PC Games. Currently there are
three game editions: Trainz Simulator, Trainz Classics and Trainz Railroad Simulator 2019. There is also an app version
available for Android and iOS systems. All PC games are cross-compatible. Trainz Simulator 2009 was a major update to the
Trainz product line. The TSI 2009 version included a new user-friendly visual interface, a new stock editor, better performance
and increased stability. The primary focus of this release was to allow content creators to easily manage all their content from
one location – the Content Manager – and upload it directly from within Trainz. This allowed users to share their work more
easily without having to use external programs. In addition, users could now set up dynamic events with other Trainz products
such as Realistic Signals or Realistic Driving Mode. New features included: The graphics system changed from OpenGL 1.x to
OpenGL 2. x, which increased the minimum hardware requirements, however the hardware requirements stayed the same as
previous versions. Trainz Simulator 2010 was released on September 15, 2010. It included new features such as Model railway
support, dynamic weather with weather editor, new content creation toolset for trainz objects and support for larger layouts. It
included better performance so users with lower spec computers could still run the game. It also had improved support for 16:9
widescreen monitors and allowed users to create custom Windows Themes based on their favourite Trainz routes and characters.
The graphics system changed from OpenGL 1.x to OpenGL 2.x which increased hardware requirements but kept them at the
same level as versions 2009 and earlier versions of Trainz Simulator. Trainz Simulator 2011 (TSI 2011) was released on 6
November 2010, replacing the 2008 version. It included new features such as improved dynamic weather with weather editor,
new content creation toolset for trainz objects and support for larger layouts, including the ability to create large layouts without
requiring 3D third party software. It includes better performance so users with lower spec computers can still run the game. It
also had improved support for 16:9 widescreen monitors and allowed users to create custom themes based on their favourite
routes in Trainz. The graphics system changed from OpenGL 1.x to OpenGL 2.x which increased hardware requirements but
kept them at the same level as versions 2009 and earlier versions of Trainz Simulator.
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